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Abstract. We present a TM system that executes transactions without ever causing any aborts.
The system uses a set of t-var lists, one for each transactional variable. A scheduler undertakes
the task of placing the instructions of each transaction in the appropriate t-var lists based on
which t-variable each of them accesses. A set of worker threads are responsible to execute these
instructions. Because of the way instructions are inserted in and removed from the lists, by the
way the worker threads work, and by the fact that the scheduler places all the instructions of a
transaction in the appropriate t-var lists before doing so for the instructions of any subsequent
transaction, it follows that no conflict will ever occur. Parallelism is fine-grained since it is achieved
at the level of transactional instructions instead of transactions themselves (i.e. the instructions of
a transaction may be executed concurrently).

1 Introduction

In asynchronous shared memory systems, where processes execute in arbitrary speeds and communication
among them occurs by accessing basic shared primitives (usually provided by the hardware), having
processes executing pieces of code in parallel is not an easy task due to synchronization conflicts that
may occur among processes that need to concurrently access non-disjoint sets of shared data. A promising
parallel programming paradigm is Transactional Memory (TM) where pieces of code that may access data
that become shared in a concurrent environment (such pieces of data are called transactional variables or
t-variables) are indicated as transactions. A TM system ensures that the execution of a transaction T will
either succeed, in which case T commits and all its updates become visible, or it will be unsuccessful, so
T aborts and its updates are discarded. Each committed transaction appears as if it has been executed
“instantaneously” in some point of its execution interval.

When a conflict between two transactions occurs, TM systems usually abort one of the transactions
to ensure consistency; two transactions conflict if they both access the same t-variable and at least one
of these accesses is a write. To guarantee progress, all transactions should eventually commit. This
property, albeit highly desirable, is scarcely ensured by the currently available TM systems; most of these
systems do not even ensure that transactions abort only when they violate the considered consistency
condition (this property is known as permissiveness [7]). The work performed by a transaction that aborts
is discarded and the transaction is later restarted; this incurs a performance penalty. So, the nature of
TM is optimistic; if transactions rarely abort then no work is ever discarded. In terms of achieving good
performance, the system should additionally guarantee that parallelism is achieved. So, transactions
should not be executed sequentially and global contention points should be avoided. TM algorithms that
never abort transactions have the additional benefit that they support irrevocable transactions.

In this paper, we present SemanticTM, an opaque [9] TM algorithm which achieves (1) the strongest
progress guarantee by ensuring that transactions never abort, and (2) fine-grain parallelism at the trans-
actional instruction level: in addition to instructions of different transactions, instructions of the same
transaction that do not depend on each other can be executed concurrently.

SemanticTM employs a list for each t-variable. A scheduler places the instructions of each transaction
in the appropriate lists in FIFO order. Specifically, an instruction is placed in the list of the t-variable that
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it accesses. A set of worker threads execute instructions from the lists, in order. The algorithm is highly
fault-tolerant. Even if some worker threads fail by crashing, all transactions whose instructions have
been placed in the lists will be executed. We remark that for relatively simple transactions that access
a known set of t-variables, and their codes contain read and write instructions on them, conditionals
(i.e. if, else if, and else), loops (i.e. for, while, etc.), and function calls, the work of the scheduler
can be done at compile time (so the scheduler component is worthless in this case). For simplicity of
presentation, this is the case that we focus on in this paper. It is remarkable that SemanticTM is wait-free
in this case.

TM algorithms that never abort transactions have been recently presented in [1, 3, 10, 11]. Although
read-only transactions in these algorithms are wait-free, the algorithms in [1, 10] restrict parallelism by
executing all update transactions sequentially using a global lock; on the other hand, in the algorithms
presented in [3, 11] update transactions may abort and they require locks to execute some of the trans-
actional instructions. Work on transactional scheduling [2, 4, 6, 15] is related to SemanticTM but most
transactional schedulers use locks and aborts are not avoided. In [12], a lock-based dependence-aware TM

system is presented which dynamically detects and resolves conflicts. The algorithm serializes transac-
tions that conflict; in case of aborts, cascading aborts may occur. The current version of SemanticTM
copes only with transactions that their data sets are known. However, SemanticTM ensures that for
simple transactions, all transactions will always commit within a bounded number of steps.

2 SemanticTM
Main Ideas. SemanticTM uses a set of lists, called t-var lists, one for each t-variable. A thread, called
scheduler, places the instructions of each transaction in the appropriate t-var lists based on which t-
variables each of them accesses. It also records any dependencies that may exist between the instructions
of the same transaction. Some worker threads execute instructions from the t-var lists. We use compiler
support to know, for each instruction, any dependency that lead to or originate from it. Figure 1 shows
the main structure of SemanticTM.
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Fig. 1. Main components of SemanticTM. For simple transactions the scheduling component is not needed.

In SemanticTM, all the instructions of each transaction T are placed in the t-var lists before the
instructions of any subsequent transaction. Each of the workers repeatedly chooses, uniformly at random,
a t-var list and executes the instructions of this list, starting from the first ready. Processing transactions
in this way ensures that conflicts never occur; so, transactions never abort. As an example, consider the
simple transactions T1, T2 of Figures 2, 3, respectively. Since they both read and write t-variables x and
y, there are conflicts between them. Without loss of generality, assume that the instructions of T1 are
placed in the t-var lists first. Then, the instructions of lines 1 and 2 of T1 will be placed in the t-var
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list for x before the write to x on line 6 of T2. Similarly, the write to y of line 3 of T1 will be placed in
the t-var list for y before the write to y of line 5 of T2. Since the worker threads respect the order in
which instructions have been inserted in the lists when they execute them, the instructions of T1 on each
t-variable will be executed before the instructions of T2 on this t-variable, and thus no conflict between
T1 and T2 will occur. This explains why no transaction ever aborts in SemanticTM.

1 x := 3
2 x + +
3 y := x

Fig. 2. T1.

4 z := 2
5 y := z
6 x := y

Fig. 3. T2.

7 x := 1

8 if (. . .) then

9 x := 2
10 else

11 x := 4

12 y := x

Fig. 4. T3.

The set of t-variables accessed by a transaction is its data set. Notice that an array can either be itself
a t-variable, or each of its elements can be a t-variable. We call control flow statements the conditionals
and loops, and we use the instruction cond to refer to such a statement. The instructions of a transaction
are read, write, and cond instructions. We call block the set of its instructions in the body of a control
flow statement; so each cond instruction is associated with a block.

Dependencies. If the execution of an instruction e1 requires the result of the execution of another
instruction e2, then there is a dependency between e1 and e2. This dependency is an input dependency
for e1 and an output dependency for e2. A dependency between a read and a write is called data
dependency. We remark that SemanticTM will place five instructions for T1 in the t-var lists: e1 which is
a write on x (line 1), a read e2 and a write e3 to x (line 2), a read e4 on x and a write e5 to y for line
3. There is an output dependency from e1 to e2 and one from e3 to e4. SemanticTM does not maintain
input dependencies for any read instruction e on a t-variable x, since all writes to x on which e depends
have been placed in the t-var list of x before e and thus the read can get the value from the matadata
of x (by the way the algorithm works, this value will be consistent). Thus, SemanticTM records input
dependencies only for write and cond instructions.

A dependency that either leads to or originates from a cond instruction is called control dependency.
For each cond instruction, SemanticTM maintains an output control dependency from cond to each
instruction e of the block associated with it. As an example, there are two output control dependencies
for instruction 8 (to 9 and 11). We assume that for each write instruction on a t-variable x, or for each
cond instruction e, a function f can be applied to the values of the input dependencies of e in order either
to calculate the new value of x or to evaluate whether the condition is true or false, respectively. We
remark that f should be applied after all the input data dependencies of e have been resolved. Table 1
(in Appendix ??) provides a brief description of all possible dependencies for each instruction. The state
of an instruction is waiting, if at least one of its input dependencies has not been resolved, otherwise, it
is ready; an instruction is active if it is either waiting or ready.

By using compiler support, the dependencies between the instructions of a transaction are known
before the beginning of its execution. Each instruction, together with its dependencies (and function), is
placed in the appropriate t-var list, as a single entry. For example, Figure 1 illustrates the extraction of
instructions e1 and e2 from a transaction T1, e3 from T2, and e4 and e5 from T3, with input dependencies
in1, . . . , in5, output dependencies out1, . . . , out5, and functions f1, . . . , f5, respectively, and presents their
placement into the t-var lists of x, y, and z.

Conditionals. Each part of a conditional (if, else if, else) is associated with a cond instruction and
a block. Then, at runtime, only one of the cond instructions will be evaluated to true, whereas all the
others will be evaluated to false and their blocks’ instructions will be invalidated by the working threads
that execute these conds. In the current version of SemanticTM a cond instruction is placed in the t-var
list of the first instruction of its block.

Notice that a transactional instruction of some block, may have outside-block dependencies which
come from or lead to instructions that does not belong to the block. For instance, there may be outside-
block dependencies from the instruction of line 7 to the cond instructions of the if. . . then . . . else or to
the instructions of the conds’ blocks. In SemanticTM outside block dependencies are resolved in a direct
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Transactional
Instruction

Dependencies
Input Output

Data Dep Control Dep Data Dep Control Dep

e = read(x) In SemanticTM, e has
no input data depen-
dencies

if e participates in
some block, it has an
input control depen-
dency originating from
the block’s cond

e forwards the value
it reads to write and
cond instructions that
depend on it

if e participates in
some loop’s block, an
output control depen-
dency originates from e
to its block’s cond

e = write(x) e may have input data
dependencies originat-
ing from reads

if e participates in
some block, it has an
input control depen-
dency originating from
the block’s cond

In SemanticTM, e
has no output data
dependencies

if e participates in
some loop’s block, an
output control depen-
dency originates from e
to its block’s cond

e = cond e may have input data
dependencies originat-
ing from reads

if e is a cond of a
loop cond, it has input
control dependency
originating from each
of its block’s instruc-
tions cond

e has output control
dependencies to each
of its block’s instruc-
tions

Table 1. Data dependencies between transactional instructions.

way because of the way that the transactional instructions are placed in the t-var lists. For example, to
execute line 12, SemanticTM places a read e and a write e′ in the t-var lists of x and y, respectively.
Then later on, when e is executed, all previous writes to x have been performed, so the metadata of x
contain a consistent value and e can read the value from there (so e does not have any input dependency).
However, there is a dependency from e to e′.

Loops. Let e be a transactional instruction that is included in a loop block; let c be the associated cond

instruction. SemanticTM places c and each instruction of the block in the appropriate t-var lists only
once independently of the number of times that the loop will be executed since this number may be
known only at run time. We remark that the execution of e (and c) in some iteration may depend on
the execution of some transactional instructions of the previous iteration; we call such a dependency
across-iteration.

In order to perform c multiple times, an iteration counter cntc is associated with c. This counter
stores the current iteration number of the loop’s execution. Moreover, the input control dependency of
e is implemented with a counter cnte; similarly, the input control dependencies of c are implemented as
counters as well. If cnte = cntc, then the input control dependency of e is resolved, otherwise not. Notice
that cnte can be either equal to or smaller by one from c’s iteration counter. This is so, since c can
initiate a new iteration only after its input control dependencies originating from its block instructions
have been resolved, i.e. after all these instructions have been executed for the current iteration; similarly,
these block instructions can be executed only if their input control dependencies (from c) have been
resolved.

To ensure correctness, an iteration number is associated with each of the input data dependencies
of e (or c); this iteration number is stored together with the corresponding input dependency into a
CAS object. When the iteration number of an input data dependency inDep of e (or c) is smaller than
the iteration counter of c, it follows that inDep is unresolved for the current iteration; if all input data
dependencies of e have their iteration number fields equal to the iteration counter of c, then all data
dependencies of e have been resolved. If the input control dependency is also resolved, then e can be
executed. Once e is executed, it resolves the control dependency to c by writing there an iteration number
equal to the current iteration counter plus one. When all dependencies of c have been resolved the counter
of c increases by one and c can be executed.
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